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We stayed in a house on the coast north of Boston. The house was fifty 

yards from the rocks and the rocks were fifty feet from the Atlantic. 

There was no sand. If you walked to the edge of the rocks and dove into 

the water, you were swimming in the open ocean, with eighteen fathoms  

below you and two thousand nautical miles between you and the west coast 

of Ireland.

The house had a slate roof and a copper chimney. On the ground floor 

there was a kitchen, a living room, and a bathroom. A narrow flight of stairs 

led up to two small bedrooms. The dormer windows on the second floor 

faced north, east, south, and west. In the morning, when the sun rose out 

of the ocean, the walls of the upstairs rooms turned pink, then orange, 

and then gold. In late summer, the sunlight ripened into something rich 

and thick. You saw it dance and float on the Atlantic but also felt the 

weight of it against your skin. On cloudy days, the color of the water 

made its way through every shade of pearl grey. At night, if there was 

any kind of a moon, the ocean seemed closer and smaller than it 

did during the day. On the dark water, the moonlight was a wide, 

cobbled path that stretched all the way to the horizon.

It was the kind of place where you could not forget where 

you were. Cormorants and seagulls flew by the house, calling 

to each other in sharp cries. Lobster boats came within fifty 

feet of the rocks. The purr of their diesel engines faded in 

and out. The harbor buoy groaned every three seconds. At 

night, and in heavy fog, the horn at the lighthouse blasted 

away. Behind the foreground sounds was the ocean itself, 

rinsing and grinding, pushing and yielding, never missing  

a beat. Each time the tide turned, the pressure of the air 

dropped. When you fell asleep, you drifted off with the 

tide. When you woke up, a wave breaking against the 

rocks was the first sound you heard.

There was a tide pool near the edge of the rocks. 

The original owners of the house had called it “the crab 

pool.” At low tide, the crab pool was empty, but an hour 

before high tide, waves broke over the rocks and filled 

the pool with six feet of clear water. At high tide, the 

surface of the water came level with the surface of the 

ocean. If you dove into the crab pool and floated on 

your back you could look out at the horizon and watch 

the waves roll towards you. The water in the crab pool 

was warmer than the ocean, but it still took your breath 

away. As soon as you dove in all you could think about 

was how and when you would climb out, but after you 

climbed out, all you wanted to do was dive back in.  

Spending two weeks at the house was like spending 

two weeks at sea. Towels, toothbrushes, and clothes 

never dried. Regardless of whether you were inside 

or outside, the air itself was damp. Breathing became  

a lighter form of swimming. 

My wife and I cooked simple meals. By the middle of 

August, the local farms and orchards were in full harvest. 

Cherry tomatoes, eggplant, sweet corn, torpedo onions; blueberries, 

nectarines, white peaches—making dinner was almost too easy. Simple food 

calls for simple wines, at least in theory. In practice, there is such a thing as  

a surplus of simplicity. The more basic the dinner, the more complex the wine 

needs to be.  

Which brings us to the 2010 Antoine Arena Patrimonio “Carco” Blanc.

Antoine Arena lives and works in the Patrimonio region at the north 

end of Corsica. Arena’s vineyards are planted in a chalky soil—the same vein 

of chalk that runs north through Burgundy and Champagne and under the 

English Channel to the Cliffs of Dover. The chalk is a remnant of fossilized 

oyster shells. Vines planted in chalky soils tend to struggle during infancy  

and mature slowly, but after they mature, they produce grapes of character 

and distinction. 

 Arena’s 2010 Patrimonio Blanc is made with Vermentinu grapes from 

his Carco vineyard, a three-hectare parcel with a south-facing slope. 

Carco is the Corsican equivalent of chargé, which means “loaded” or 

“laden” in French. Chargé can also be translated as “fraught.” 

In the glass, the 2010 Patrimonio Blanc is a lean, transparent 

gold. Depending on the temperature of the bottle, the bouquet 

is either obvious or legendary. As the wine approaches room 

temperature, its obvious aromas retreat and its legendary 

associations emerge. Think of sunlight turning into straw and 

straw turning into gold. On the palate, the 2010 Patrimonio 

Blanc is like swimming in deep water. No matter how 

disciplined a swimmer you are, you know you are at the 

mercy of forces beyond your control. The finish extends 

that connection by asking the right questions: Is this a shy 

wine with aggressive tendencies or an aggressive wine 

with defensive tendencies? How can a Vermentinu deliver 

this degree of depth without showing all of its cards? If we 

open a second bottle and drink it, will we know more or 

less about this wine than we do now?

After we left Massachusetts, the house with the slate 

roof and the dormer windows was sold to a couple who 

used phrases like “unlocking value” and “implied consent.” 

The husband was descended from an old Boston family. 

He and his wife owned a pleasure boat and had admired 

the property from the water. Their master plan was 

to tear down the house with the slate roof and build  

a mansion. Unless someone drags me there against my 

will, I will never watch the moonlight on the water from 

that spot again. No matter how beautiful the moonlight 

might be, watching it from the bay window of a modern 

mansion would be too simple—too simple, too obvious, 

too painful, and too sad. D
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